The ‘Jellyfish App’ a great invention

As the Federal Member for Leichhardt, I am lucky enough to be surrounded by the iconic Great Barrier Reef.

Beneath our ocean lie some animals that can pose serious illness to water lovers and one of them is the Jellyfish.

The innovative Jellyfish App Pro has been designed to enable the public that no matter where you are, you can receive crucial up to date alerts on what species are active in that area and their current location. Part of the App also features photographic identification, information and communication with Jellyfish expert Dr Lisa-Ann Gershwin.

The App has already assisted people in over 60 different countries by providing safety and education about one of the world’s most fascinating creatures. It is leading the way as a public health and safety tool that was proudly developed right here in Australia.

I fully support the App’s purpose and I urge you to download it today.
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